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1. Overview ‐ The
Formation Density Log
If there's on
ne thing th
hat makes a
geeologist pau
use for tho
ought befo
ore
co
ommissioningg a borehole logging jo
ob,
it is the need
d to lower, and possib
bly
lose, a radio
oactive sourrce downho
ole
du
uring the prrocess. The risk of loss is
staatistically prroven to be very
v
small but
b
then there arre storage, transport an
nd
osts associateed
haandling risks and the co
wiith their mitiigation.
So
o why do wee need to use radioactivve
so
ources? Therre must sureely be a hugge
beenefit...whatt is it?
Th
here are two
o major app
plications; deensity logging and neutrron logging. The in‐situ measurement of electro
on
deensity (converted to an
n estimation of bulk deensity) and the
t in‐situ measuremen
m
nt of the hyydrogen index
(co
onverted to equivalent sandstone
s
orr limestone porosity).
p
In oilfield loggiing, density and neutron
n porosity loggs,
ass percentagees of volume, are critical to the estim
mation of oill in place. Acctual RD or d
density in grrams per cub
bic
ceentimetre is usually
u
less critical.
c
In miineral loggingg, density is arguably thee most important measurement.
A large propo
ortion, probaably over 70
0%, of mineral
lo
ogging is perfformed in co
oal exploratio
on and minin
ng.
Coal, particularly good ccoal, has a relatively lo
ow
density...the lowest
l
of any mineral th
hat one is likeely
o intersect while
w
drillingg in a sedim
mentary basin.
to
Coal seams sttand out cleaarly. We get:


Deptth of coal seaam intersection



Seam
m thickness



Signaatures for cro
oss‐hole corrrelation



Partings in the co
oal seams



In‐sittu tonnage



An in
ndication of ggrade



Overrburden tonn
nage



A desscriptor of lo
ocal geology



Locattion of dolerrite intrusion
ns

That's
T
quite a lot of information from
m one run in
na
borehole
b
and
d it justifiess the use off a radioactiive
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source. The concept of measuring density by sampling a flux of
scattered gamma rays is complex but the measurement recorded,
density in gm/cc, and how this log relates to coal matter is
straightforward. Minerals of an organic origin weigh less than crystalline
rocks, even porous ones.

A complex coal sequence like one this is
tough to log from drill‐core without the
aid of a wireline density log

The log signature is a useful aid to the core logger. It is not unusual for
him to ask the logging technician for a detail log over the coal straight
out of the logging truck. Depth control and the ability to identify and
measure zones where drill core is lost are key benefits.
So, apart from the radioactive source, what are the challenges?
Actually, there are just three:




Measurement accuracy
Measurement resolution
Borehole compensation

It should be fairly straightforward to achieve measurement precision.
The writer has witnessed logging jobs where a density sonde's
calibration remained constant, within 2%, for well over a year, despite
heavy use. Modern equipment is very reliable and electrically stable, as
long as it is not dropped onto concrete.
Converting a precise log into an accurate one is not straightforward at
all. Given a tube‐like borehole full of water, the logger records a precise
log of electron density. There is a general assumption that in
sedimentary rocks, a conversion based on two nucleons per electron (or
a Z/A ratio of 0.5) is valid. A straight‐line conversion of electron density
to bulk density using this assumption works well...unless the rock is
porous, as it usually is. Pore spaces in sandstone are full of water and
water includes H. Hydrogen comprises just one proton; one nucleon per
electron or a Z/A of 1.0. Counting electrons results in an aggregation of
neutrons that don't exist. Mineral density would be overstated.
If the logger calibrates his sonde in a barrel of water and, as is common,
an aluminium block (proxy for dense end point mineral), the necessary
correction is achieved. Assuming the logger has taken account of his
equipment's non‐linear response curve first, a straight line correction
from water (1gm/cc, 100% porosity) and limestone matrix (2.71gm/cc,
0% porosity) works well.

It can't be that simple. It isn't!
There is a snag, of course. It is coal, as said earlier...a mineral of organic
origin. Coal's complex organic molecular structure (comprising about
80% carbon) is less dense than that of crystalline minerals, so it does not
fall on the straight line of decreasing porosity and increasing rock matrix
between water and limestone.
If we assumed that low density is attributed to the presence of water,
rather than coal matter, coal density would be understated. The
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understatement would be greater
in the best coal seams...those low
density ranges that we would like
to measure accurately.
The solution, proposed by BPB, now
Weatherford, was to modify the
correction curve by clamping it at a
fixed value of just 0.065gm/cc for
densities below 1.752gm/cc.

Density correction (deduction)
for coal logs

The result is not perfect but it is
simple and it has been proven to result in density estimations with +/‐2% accuracy, depending on coal rank. That
is better than the accuracy of most laboratory estimations of in‐situ relative density (laboratory‐derived true RD
plus estimated moisture content, using Preston and Sanders 1992).
Unfortunately, the commercially available
logging systems vary in their version of the
density measurement. In an experiment on
site in Mozambique, three commonly used
logging systems were compared. They all
proved to make very precise measurements
over time but log values differed.

Three density logging systems compared (2012)

The log on the right shows three long‐
spaced density logs captured by carefully
calibrated sondes in the same borehole.
None will be perfectly accurate but one will
be the most accurate. The range is about 6.5% in the blocked coal zone. As long as the geologist is aware of this,
receives a precise measurement and he does not change contractor/logging system during a project, the
problem can be managed by establishing a standard
density correction based on a cored test well.

Since accuracy remains
elusive, precision is critical.
The geologist would like to have accurate logs of
very high resolution. This is particularly relevant
during the study phase of a project. It is less
important during the production phase. The best
possible density log resolution using a caesium
source is about 15 centimetres (the source‐detector
spacing). If we use a lower energy americium source,
we can tighten the spacing but make the log more
sensitive to minor caving and skin variables like
mudcake and rugosity. So, in practice, 15 centimetre
resolution is the best the geologist can expect.
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As a result, we get a slope or shoulder at every
discrete boundary where the density changes, as in
the diagram above. This means that, even if our log
is accurate overall, it will describe false densities
within the boundary zone. Furthermore, the log will
not measure density where a layer is not fully
resolved; any layer of less than 15cm thick (in
practice, one would not be confident of the density
of any layer under 30 centimetres in thickness due
to the limited sample of resolved data). See issue 11,
May 2015.
Even if our log is accurate overall, it will not agree
with laboratory measurements of RD. Even if both
measurements are performed perfectly, neither will
estimate fracture volume correctly.
Then there is the need to compensate for minor
caving and rugosity (see issue 3, January 2014). This
involves the comparison of two logs, long and short
spacings, both compensated for borehole diameter.
The shorter spaced log is smeared to match the appearance and resolution of the longer spaced log and they are
then compared. The processor takes advantage of the fact that longer spaced log measures a larger volume of
rock than shorter spaced log does. Taking part of the difference and adding it to the longer spaced log gives us
an overall "true" density and a correction that can be applied to the higher resolution log curve.

A comparison of four different source‐detector spacings within a coal seam

The highest theoretical resolution is 15 centimetres (you can get away with 14cm) but not all logs of this spacing
are calibrated and this is an important question if the geologist wants a calibrated high resolution log. The logs
shown above illustrate the effect of various spacings. It is clear that 15cm is best but that 20cm and 25cm are
quite usable for defining boundaries. Some equipment suppliers offer a calibrated 25cm log and an uncalibrated
15cm log for boundary definition. It is often possible to calibrate the latter using the former (via cross‐plot).
When using density logs, the geologists needs to understand the strengths and limitations of the measurements
offered to him. There are no bad tools out there just different ways of measuring density. A properly calibrated
(against both proprietary and client references) density log will measure the depth, thickness and average
density of a 4 metre thick coal seam accurately but the measurement of thin lenses of coal requires some
circumspection.
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2. Measurement Focus
A review of one wireline log measurement
The Induced Polarisation (IP) Sonde
A log of electrical resistance per rock mass volume, or resistivity, was the first wireline log and remains a
fundamental measurement in oilfield exploration. In sedimentary basins, the log is used as a measure of water‐
filled porosity, as opposed to oil‐filled porosity (the distinction is not available from sonic, density and neutron
porosity logs). In clean (no clay) formations, the resistivity of a rock depends on two things; the relative volume
of pore spaces and conductivity of the fluid therein. Brine is conductive and oil is resistive.
In some situations, most notably in hard rock environments more familiar to mineral explorers, a third factor will
affect formation resistivity; the conductivity of the solid rock matrix. Some metallic minerals (and graphite) have
conductive properties.
In mineral logging, formation resistivity is used as a lithological typing tool, clearly contrasting resistive
formations like coal and certain mafic intrusives with conductive ones that are usually rich in clay. It is, as in the
oilfield case, an indicator of porosity, both primary (pores) and secondary (open fractures). Certain sought‐after
minerals are conductive, so the log may be used to flag their presence. One example of this use of the resistivity
log is the differentiation of magnetite (conductive) and haematite (resistive).
A log of resistivity, or its reciprocal conductivity, is not normally used to quantify
mineralisation because its measurement is modified by three variables; the presence of
porosity and fluid‐filled fractures, the conductivity of fluid in those fractures, vugs and
pores and an annoying perturbation caused by the electrical capacitance of mineralised
formations.
Certain rock conditions cause ionic polarisation to occur in the interstitial fluid
(electrolyte), the separation and concentration of positive and negative ions when an
electric current is induced. The potential difference caused by the polarisation increases
formation resistance to current and so has an effect on the resistivity log. This
phenomenon, where it exists, varies in intensity as the frequency of the electric current
is modified. At a fixed (and low) frequency, the capacitance, or stored electric charge
resulting from the polarisation, takes time to build up and, when current flow is
stopped, takes a similar time to discharge. The charging time is difficult to determine but
discharge, or voltage decay, may be measured. This time‐domain measurement is the
basis of the standard mineral IP sonde.
The Geovista IP tool on the right, comprising four electrodes, is typical. The outer
electrodes induce a current flow and the inner ones measure the formation potential.
Longer current electrode spacing results in deeper measurement but there is a trade off
with measurement resolution and tool size limitations. This tool has what is referred to
as a Wenner (equally spaced) electrode array at 40 centimetre separations.
So, IP is different to resistivity...it is a unique measurement of capacitance or the
chargeability of the formation. It is sensitive only to chargeability and describes
anomalous events intersected by an exploration borehole that are not "seen" by other
measurements.
The magnitude of the capacitance induced in the formation, and the rate of its decay
measured by the sonde, depends on various factors; the lithological setting, mineral
type, pore geometry and the ionic saturation of the pore fluid.

Metallic mineralisation is by far the largest factor
affecting formation chargeability.
The IP log is, nevertheless, useful in many other areas of mineral exploration and the nature of the polarisation
effect is not always the same.
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What causes the formation to polarise?
If the formation will retain an electric charge, the resistivity log is referred to as "complex". The application of a
voltage results in current flow but there is a phase shift as the charging period delays the current response to
the applied voltage. This phenomenon varies at different frequencies but is most apparent at low frequencies,
below 1KHz.
Polarisation results from a reduction in the mobility of ions in solution. A barrier or narrowing within micro pore
spaces behaves like the dielectric barrier in a capacitor, causing a separation of negative and positive ions on
opposite sides and a resulting tension or voltage develops.
Membrane or "Normal" polarisation is commonly evident in clay minerals where narrowing of tiny pore spaces
and the skin effect of layers of adsorbed ions limits current flow resulting in polarisation when an electric field is
applied. In narrow channels, negative ions in the fluid lose mobility due to the presence of the adsorbed positive
ions and are the primary cause of any reduction of ionic flow. This occurs throughout the formation but is more
pronounced where clay minerals, with their tiny pore channels and very large internal surface areas, are
present.

Membrane polarisation is present generally as background IP (noise) wherever rocks are porous and particularly
where clay minerals are prevalent.
Electrode polarisation may occur when a metallic particle, such as a grain of sulphide, blocks a pore channel
completely. Current flows but it is then both electrolytic (in the fluid) and electronic (in the metal). The metal
surface is polarised and ions gather in the fluid next to the particle.

Polarisation occurs at the boundary between ionic and electronic conduction. An electron exchange (electro‐
chemical reaction) develops at the interface but the effect is quickly conducted away in the metal whereas the
slowly migrating ions in the fluid continue to pile up under the influence of the applied electric field. This
difference in the rate of the electro‐chemical reaction and the rate of ionic migration in the fluid results in
polarisation and an electric charge build up.
Grains of sulphide are usually much larger than they appear, relative to individual atoms (ions in the fluid) in the
diagram above. The scale of polarisation and resultant charge is affected by both the mineral concentration and
the average grain size. Because the level of electrode polarisation depends on surface (interface) area,
disseminated sulphides will usually exhibit a larger IP effect than massive ones do.
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It should be said that descriptions of these ionic mobility constraints differ somewhat in the literature and it is
made clear that some aspects are not yet fully understood. There is general agreement to the fact that charge
magnitude and decay time are modified by a range of variables...in particular fluid salinity and grain size.

Grade determination based on IP is not an exact science but the fact that
the log "sees" anomalous zones of chargeability, where other logs see
nothing, makes IP a very valuable exploration tool.
Oilfield explorers, concerned with clay characterisation, are more interested in membrane polarisation whereas,
traditionally, the mineral geologist employs the effects of electrode polarisation in his search for disseminated
sulphide targets, including zinc and copper ores. The two scenarios will be combined in some geological settings
but membrane contribution to total IP (they cannot be separated) can be seen as background. Electrode
polarisation is very sensitive and has a larger effect on an IP log than membrane polarisation; up to 100 times. It
will detect the presence of disseminated conductive grains at a mineral concentration of less than one percent.

An IP log, shaded yellow, in the centre ‐ anomaly not apparent on other logs

All this should not diminish the value of the membrane effect even to the mineral explorer. He might make more
use of the IP log for chemical characterisation of sedimentary sequences whose physical properties are very
subtle...logged with density, spectral gamma and magnetic susceptibility for instance. Because it is affected by
numerous variables, pore fluid salinity is a major variable, the Normal IP log will not be diagnostic of anything
except the singular character of the particular formation being investigated, but it should be an effective
correlation tool.

Time Domain IP log measurement
In both membrane and electrode systems the
induced charge decays relatively slowly
because, after current flow is stopped, ions
disperse slowly in the interstitial fluid.
Variables include geometry and volume of
pore space, rock type and the saturation of
the electrolyte (ionic fluid). High porosity, for
instance, results in a lower IP effect because
current flow has more options. The slow
dispersal of polarised ions, after the electric
current has been momentarily terminated, is
manifested in a measurable voltage decay over a few milliseconds. By integrating the area under the decay
curve (in mV‐seconds), a precise (repeatable if calibrated) measure of chargeability is achieved.
Typically, the IP log, like surface IP measurement, is presented as a ratio ‐ the measured voltage Vm at a
prescribed time threshold, during the OFF (decay) period, divided by the stabilised primary voltage Vp measured
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during the ON period. It may be plotted as a
percentage by multiplying the result by 100:
IP% = 100 *(Vm/Vp)

Alternatively, where the decaying voltage during the
OFF period is integrated between two time
thresholds t1 and t2 (it is not possible to measure
the voltage immediately after the current is
terminated), the apparent chargeability M is
measured. The integration employed might be
calculated from voltages (Vs(t) measured at several
time intervals dt within the t1‐t2 decay time gate.
M = (1/Vp) * (integral of t1 ‐ t2) * Vs(t)*dt

It is the ratio of the area under the decay curve to
the stabilised voltage measured before the current
is switched off. It has units of mVs/V.

These calculations are performed in the logging system and need
not be of great concern to the user of the data. He will want to know
that the log is calibrated, making it a precise measurement.

Log from the DRC defining base metal ores. From left; gamma,
depth, density, mag susceptibility, IP, resistivity and caliper.
Note the lack of responses from density.

Frequency Domain or Spectral IP measurement
The IP effect changes in magnitude at different AC frequencies. It is
reduced at higher frequencies and the reduction is more marked
(about twice the reduction) for electrode IP.
In surface geophysics, the use of frequency domain IP is common
where formation resistance is measured at two or more current
frequencies and then compared. The technique has not been
generally available in mineral logging so far but it is understood that
development is in progress.

How to use the Normal IP log
Membrane or normal IP logs do not describe sudden discrete events
but rather characterise zones of sedimentary rocks for cross‐hole
correlation purposes. Values are generally site specific and
qualitative in nature.
Some clays, such as kaolinite, exhibit higher chargeability whereas
montmorillonite has a low IP signature. A change in fluid salinity
(increase due to seawater ingress or reduction due to non‐ionic
pollution) will have a significant effect on the log.
Electrode IP anomalies should stand out clearly against the
background noise offered by Normal IP. Significant high charge
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events indicate the presence of sulphide or oxide metal ores in igneous and metamorphic formations. Most
sulphides and many of the common oxides (magnetite, ilmenite) are chargeable. Lower signatures might
indicate disseminated pyrite in sediments and, perhaps, potential clinker in coal.
Because igneous and metamorphic rocks have
extremely low porosity, the IP effect is much greater
than it would be if they were porous. The latter, as
discussed earlier, offer more channels for current
flow so greater ionic mobility.
In most cases, well before boreholes are drilled,
relevant ground geophysics will have been
undertaken. If an IP survey detects a chargeable
target (and these can be subtle), a borehole or
several boreholes will then be drilled to intersect it
and to help define it. This is where the IP log adds
most value; defining the target in terms of relative
chargeability, depth and thickness.

3. The Logger on Site
Radiation safety

Whether to use the radiation meter
If a logging contractor logs thousands of boreholes and millions of metres of borehole wall with density and
neutron sondes, sooner or later he will record a radioactive incident. Despite the most stringent precautions, the
odd unfortunate event defies both logic and probability and occurs. This is mostly about humanity and
management's failure to deal with its limitations. Training is critical but the trick is to design failsafe systems,
wherever possible, and to make processes easy to work with.
There was a well documented event in Montana, many years ago,
where a crew of oilfield loggers left a neutron source on the drilling
platform. This was a source that is loaded into a sonde, so it is a small
item...with an Activity of about 15 Curies.

A Weatherford technician carefully loads a source (notice the
shield/transport pot at the bottom left)

Luckily, one of the drillers was experienced enough to recognise what
the object was and reported it. In the comprehensive investigation
that followed, it became clear that the logging contractor had all the
processes and tick boxes in place, they had just been ignored and
pencil‐whipped by the crew. A primary responsibility was to check,
with a radiation meter, that the source was in its shield before the logging truck left site. The logging engineer
and his second both signed off on this check but, since no source was in the shield, they could not have actually
used the meter. Human beings in a hurry...the cause of most accidents.
The meter check is used universally in oilfield logging but not in the mineral logging business. The mineral
source, density or neutron, is most often housed within a large shielded holder that is removed from its
transport pot and attached to the sonde on site.

It is easy determine whether the source is attached or not just by looking at
the bottom of the sonde. What can go wrong? Plenty!
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It is critical to know where the radioactive source is at all times. In one very serious incident, the most serious
witnessed by the writer in his career and one for which he must accept some culpability, a density sonde was
returned to its transport tube with source holder still attached. There was then a crew change and, unluckily, the
new crew were given no boreholes to log for three or four days. So they drove for several hours each day with
the unshielded source above their heads at the end of the tube, which extended above the driver's cab.
When the error came to light, at the next borehole logged, the Operations Manager and his boss (the writer)
were given the bad news. The loggers wore their dosimeters every day, so, before any investigation was begun,
these were sent for immediate analysis.

Strangely, the dosages reported were far less than had been expected...less than twice the monthly limit. The
whole event was reviewed and point dosages measured in the cab and it became clear that the sonde had rolled
onto its back so that the protective lead collimation was positioned between source and people. Distance,
duration and resulting dose from the re‐enactment agreed perfectly with the doses recorded by the dosimeter.
This was a great relief, but what had caused this near disaster to
occur in the first place? The logging engineer was busy in the
truck processing his data and completing reports. He assumed
(this word regularly appears in accident reports) that his assistant
was trained to detach a source holder from the sonde and told
him to do so. The assistant, keen to help, just placed the sonde
into the transport tube and packed away the empty shield.

Sondes are often too long to fit into a small logging truck.
Carrying them on top, as in this Australian example, is one
solution.

The assistant had not completed his training and should not have
been required to perform the task. It could be argued that he
should not have been on site but it was commonplace to expose
the trainee to site conditions during training, as long as somebody kept an eye on him (a rather loose
arrangement, certainly).



Cause 1: Inadequate training and supervision.
Cause 2: Lack of operational procedures or failure to adhere to them.

This is one of those very rare incidents that will occur more frequently if management takes its eye off the ball.
We need to make it a once in 100 years event.
Observations
If a trainee or assistant is required to carry a dosimeter, he must pass a radiation examination first.
The transport tube might have been designed so that the sonde could not be pushed home if the source holder
was in place. That would be a very sensible precaution if the truck had been a straight‐through design where the
sonde tubes pass under the passenger's seat rather than above the cab.
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The logger might have been required to use a
radiation meter to check that the source was in the
transport pot before leaving site.
The use of a radiation meter becomes even more
important where the sonde design requires the source
to be loaded (like the oilfield loggers do) not attached.
This type of sonde is now commonly used in mineral
exploration and it is impossible to say, just by looking
at the sonde, whether the source is loaded or not.
Loggers do not like having to use that meter. Any
procedure that makes its use easier and more
automatic should be welcomed.
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